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Abstract— The additive manufacturing process of multimate-
rial extrusion offers performance advantages using functional
materials including conductors while making accessible the
third dimension in the design of electronics. In this work,
we show that the additional geometrical freedom offered by
this technique can be exploited for the design and realization
of filters made of 3-D resonators that exhibit enhanced charac-
teristics. The coupling properties of 3-D grounded square split
ring resonators (SRRs) are initially explored. We demonstrate
by simulations and experiments that SRRs with finite height
display significantly stronger coupling compared to equivalent
thin printed circuit structures. The observed trend can be
exploited for designing filters with wider operational bandwidths
for a given footprint, or miniaturized layouts and enhanced
compatibility with fabrication limits for minimum feature size
and spacing without performance degradation. This concept is
demonstrated by presenting results of full-wave simulations for
sample bandpass filters with identical footprint but formed by
coupled 3-D square SRRs of different heights, showing that filters
with taller resonators exhibit increasingly wider bandwidths. Two
filter prototypes with center frequencies at 1.6 and 2.45 GHz
are manufactured by multimaterial 3-D printing. The measured
characteristics of these prototypes are found to be in good
agreement with numerical simulations taking into account the
effect of the lossier metallic and dielectric materials used in 3-D
printing and confirm the predicted larger bandwidth of the filters
made of 3-D SRRs with marginally higher insertion losses.

Index Terms— Additive manufacturing, direct digital manu-
facturing (DDM), electromagnetic coupling, filter design, fused
deposition modeling (FDM), resonance, split-ring resonators, 3-D
printing.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE advancement of additive manufacturing technology
has recently produced a new generation of 3-D print-

ing techniques and materials that enable the realization of
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complex geometries containing both metals and dielectrics [1].
These capabilities can address the requirements of 3-D
electromagnetic designs incorporating nonplanar composite
structures and nonhomogeneous materials. Single material
additive manufacturing has found application in the realization
of many microwave and millimeter-wave devices, including
metamaterials [2]–[4], horn and patch antennas [5]–[7], graded
index and Luneburg lenses [8]–[10], frequency selective sur-
faces [11], [12], and and microwave filters [13], [14].

A strong advantage of using additive manufacturing to print
filters is the possibility to implement 3-D miniaturization
techniques, such as folding and stacking methods. In fact,
at RF and low microwave frequencies, it may be desirable to
make filters as small as possible for application in portable
electronic equipment, particularly wearable electronics, and
the cost-effective use of large scale integrated chip wafers
commonly employed for all RF circuitry in the intermediate
frequency and baseband section. To achieve miniaturization,
filters can be constructed using lumped or quasi-lumped
elements. One effective method for the miniaturization of
coupled split ring resonator (SRR) filters is to add capacitive
loading to the resonators via capacitors connected in series
across the resonator gaps. Increasing the capacitor values can
decrease the size of resonators. However, the smaller the
resonators, the closer they need to be spaced in order to
reach the same coupling coefficient, imposing more severe
fabrication tolerances, and the harder it could be to achieve
the required external quality factors [15].

The additional geometrical freedom (height) in the design of
coupled resonators provided by 3-D printing can be effectively
exploited for designing filters with enhanced characteristics,
where miniaturization is achieved without sacrificing perfor-
mance. In this article, the coupling between 3-D raised square
SRRs amenable to fabrication with 3-D printing techniques
is investigated, showing that a significant increase in coupling
can be achieved with respect to a thin PCB resonator structure
by raising the height of the rings. The possibility of exploiting
such stronger coupling for designing bandpass filters with
wider fractional bandwidth is then illustrated by presenting
simulated results for a few sample filter structures made of
SRRs with different heights. Preliminary results related to this
part of the work have been presented in [16].

The manufacturing of two bandpass filter prototypes with
center frequencies at 1.6 and 2.45 GHz using a multimaterial
extrusion-based 3-D printer is then described. Fused deposition
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modeling (FDM) utilizes extrusion of thermoplastic materials
through a heated nozzle. Until recently, it was only applied to
the production of mechanical components and solid models but
is now being used for electronics [17], [18]. This has largely
been facilitated by the development of new filaments that offer
more than merely structural properties. In particular, the use
of FDM for electronics is enabled by compatible conductive
filament materials and inks. The Voxel8 (V8) Developers Kit
offers a direct digital manufacturing (DDM) platform that
has an FDM nozzle alongside V8 silver microparticle ink
for metal 3-D printing, which is dispensed by a syringe
using a high pressure pneumatic pump and cures almost
immediately at room temperature, with no postprocessing step
required. The V8 silver ink is specified with a conductivity
just an order of magnitude lower than that of copper [19],
and thus high enough for high performance antennas and
RF devices. Another conductive filament for FDM named
Electrifi, consisting of a polyester and copper composite, has
also been recently introduced which has the advantage of being
compatible with most of the commercially available desktop
filament-based 3-D printers. However, the conductivity of
this filament is significantly lower than that of V8 ink [20].
A broader selection of dielectric filaments is available for
FDM.

Most commonly used are the standard thermoplastics such
as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polycarbonate (PC),
and polyetherimide (PEI) also known as ULTEM resin, which
have similar characteristics, and polylactic acid (PLA) which
has a higher loss tangent [21], [22]. Higher permittivity FDM
compatible materials have been also developed as low-loss
ceramic-thermoplastic composites [10], [22], [23]. However,
at present, filaments explicitly developed for creating parts for
microwave applications are scarce and data for the batch-to-
batch variation in dielectric properties of available filaments
are unavailable. In addition, there is the factor of variation in
print quality between printer types that can affect the resulting
printed microwave structures. The filter prototypes presented
here have been manufactured using DDM on V8 dual material
3-D printer with one nozzle extruding standard PLA filaments
(essentially FDM) and the second extruding V8 silver ink.

The organization of the work is as follows. In Section II,
the coupling properties of 3-D square SRRs on a grounded
dielectric substrate, amenable to contextual fabrication
with 3-D printing, are explored by both simulations and
experiments. Next, sample designs of bandpass filters made of
coupled 3-D square SRRs of different heights are presented in
Section III. The fabrication of two different filter prototypes
by DDM is described in Section IV, where the measured
characteristics of the realized filters are also discussed and
compared with results of simulation taking into account the
effect of the lossy characteristics of metallic and dielectric
materials used in DDM.

II. COUPLING OF 3-D SRRS

Microstrip SRRs are commonly used for filter design [15].
Raised versions of the thin SRRs that can be easily realized by
3-D printing are considered in this work. Fig. 1 shows the trend
of the resonance frequency, fr , and quality factor, Q, of these

Fig. 1. Resonance frequencies fr and quality factors Q against height h of
the 3-D SRR above a grounded dielectric substrate shown in the inset. fr is
normalized with respect to the resonance frequency of the planar microstrip
element (h = 0.035 mm). SRR dimensions are: L = 20, w = 1.626, and
g = 1 mm. The dielectric substrate is 1.6 mm thick and its permittivity is
�r = 2.5 with tan δ = 0.001. Results are obtained from full-wave simulations
with CST MWS of the driving point impedance of the SRR fed at the gap.

TABLE I

REFERENCE DIMER CONFIGURATIONS CONSIDERED IN THE NUMERICAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE COUPLING PROPERTIES

OF 3-D RAISED SQUARE SRRS. THE PAIR OF SRRS WITH

DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS ARE SEPARATED BY

THE SAME SPACING

3-D SRRs, whose structure is shown in the inset of the figure,
for variable resonator height h. fr and Q are obtained via
simulation of the driving point impedance of the SRR fed at
the gap with the EM software CST Microwave Studio (MWS).
Frequencies are normalized with respect to the resonance
frequency f0 of the thin SRR (h = 0.035 mm). It is clear that
the self-resonance frequency of the resonators increases with
height initially, with a maximum value at between 4 and 5 mm
thick. This occurs because, while the self-inductance (L) of the
resonator falls logarithmically with height, the capacitance (C)
arising from the gap and surfaces of the SRR rises near
linearly, eventually more than compensating for the reduced
inductance in fr = 1/

√
LC . At the same time, the quality

factor increases as a result of the resistance of the SRR
decreasing logarithmically for increasing height at a faster rate
than its inductance [24].

Next, the coupling properties of 3-D raised square SRRs are
examined by simulations and experimentally. For illustration
purposes, the set of typical configurations of a pair of coupled
3-D SRRs shown in Table I, where the SRRs have different
orientations but are separated by the same fixed spacing,
is analyzed.

As explained in [15], different arrangements of the SRR
dimer exhibit distinctive coupling characteristics associated
with the particular configurations of the electric and magnetic
fields between the resonators. However, the overall coupling
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Fig. 2. Magnitude of the transfer impedance z21 as simulated with CST MWS
for the sample “up-down” SRR dimer configuration shown in the inset at
variable resonator height h = 0.035, 1, 3, 5 mm. The SRRs are placed on top
of a 1.6-mm-thick PLA substrate with permittivity �r = 2.5 and tan δ = 0.01.
z21 is shown against the frequency normalized with respect to the resonance
frequency f0 of the corresponding single isolated thin SRR (h = 0.035 mm).

coefficient can be simply extracted using the formula

κ = f 2
l − f 2

h

f 2
l + f 2

h

(1)

where fh and fl represent the higher and lower resonance
frequencies of the coupled structure. These latter can be easily
identified by inspection of the magnitude of the simulated
transfer impedance z21 plotted against frequency, which for
sufficiently strong coupling exhibits distinct peaks at the
resonances of the hybridized modes of the coupled SRRs. The
characteristic trend of z21 for sample pairs of SRRs with oppo-
site vertical orientation (“near” configuration) is illustrated in
Fig. 2 for variable resonators height.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 1, the dimensions of the
SRRs were chosen to match those of reference copper SRRs
fabricated by mechanically slicing a square copper pipe, and
cutting a vertical slit along the pipe slice to form the resonator
gap, which have been used in the preliminary experiments
conducted to confirm simulation results relative to coupling.
These copper SRRs have external side length L = 20 mm,
conductor width w = 1.626 mm, and gap width g = 1 mm,
while their height is varied from the thin case h = 0.035 mm to
h = 5 mm. The SRRs are placed on a 1.6-mm-thick grounded
PLA substrate with permittivity �r = 2.5 and tan δ ≈ 0.01 at
a separation distance between their adjacent faces of 0.5 mm.
The resonance of the isolated SRRs occurs at about 1.5 GHz.
The evolution of fl and fh for varying SRR height retrieved
from the simulation of z21 for four different dimer configura-
tions is summarized in Fig. 3. In general, we expect magnetic
coupling to be approximately the same between the four
dimer configurations “far”, “up-down”, “near”, “up-up”, and
“left-left”.

The upper resonance in Fig. 3(a) increases monotonically
with h for all dimer configurations, while in contrast, the lower
resonance trend shown in Fig. 3(b) varies with the con-
figuration. These features are the results of the near-field
coupling through the charge and current distributions on the
SRRs, or, in other terms, between the equivalent electric and
magnetic dipole moments of the SRRs. Key, here, is the

Fig. 3. (a) Higher and (b) lower resonance frequencies for the four coupled
SRR dimer configurations given in Table I at variable resonator height h =
0.035, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm. Data are normalized with respect to the resonance
frequency f0 of the corresponding single thin SRR (h = 0.035 mm) and are
obtained by inspection of the magnitude of the transfer impedance z21 of the
various dimer configurations simulated with CST MWS.

strength and sign of these two types of interaction, which
can oppose or reinforce each other depending on the relative
orientation of the SRRs. A comprehensive description of the
coupling mechanisms between the SRRs would require an
analysis similar to that in [25], which, however, is beyond the
scope of the present work. The focus, here, is on the overall
coupling coefficient of a pair of SRRs, calculated by means
of (1) and the resonance frequency data provided in Fig. 3,
which is presented in Fig. 4.

The latter graph shows that the raised SRRs exhibit sig-
nificantly stronger coupling compared to the thin structures
and that their coupling coefficient steadily increases with
their height in most of the configurations. Only in the “far”
configuration, coupling tends to saturate for h ≥ 4 mm.
In fact, in this arrangement, the SRR gaps, where the electric
field concentrates, are far apart and the electric interaction is
weak; as a result, coupling between the SRRs is predominantly
due to the magnetic field, which for taller resonators can
grow stronger, but also become more confined inside them.
We expect this to result in an eventual drop in coupling for
this case as height is further increased.

Experiments have been conducted to validate the simulation
results in Fig. 4. Our method for measuring the SRR coupling
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Fig. 4. Coupling coefficients of the 3-D SRR dimer configurations analyzed
for variable resonator height h = 0.035, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm, as calculated with
(1) using the simulation data in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for the measurement of the SRR coupling where
two electric probes are used to excite the SRRs.

is shown in Fig. 5. Each resonator is excited by an electric
dipole probe connected to one of the two ports of a vector
network analyzer (VNA). These dipoles are placed so as to
couple to the electric fields in the split-ring gaps. In the pres-
ence of the specimens, the transmission scattering parameter
s21 between the two probes measured with the VNA exhibits
two peaks at the resonance frequencies of the coupled SRRs.
Direct coupling of the probes was preliminary recorded with
the VNA and then subtracted from the measurement of each
dimer configuration. An adhesive polymer spacer was used
to fix the SRRs parallel to each other at 0.5-mm separation
between their faces and the responses of different dimers were
measured for h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm. The raw s21 data have
been analyzed to obtain the upper and lower resonances for
the various dimer configurations, and the coupling coefficients
gathered from those data are presented in Fig. 6. There is a
clear trend of measured results consistent with the simulations
in Fig. 4 and the two sets of data also agree well quantitatively.
It is, thus, very clear that the height of raised SRRs can provide
direct control on the strength of coupling between resonators.

Fig. 6. Coupling factor of different 3-D SRR dimer configurations given in
Table I at variable height of the SRRs (h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm) measured with
the apparatus in Fig. 5.

This additional degree of freedom in tailoring the geometry of
resonators can be exploited in several ways.

1) The increased coupling enables larger bandwidth than
possible with thin PCB-based filters for the same overall
footprint and minimum feature sizes.

2) In 3-D fabrication, minimum feature sizes and spacings
are a strong constraint on the design of a structure
making it impossible to place resonators very close
together— building them upward instead permits greater
coupling than would otherwise be possible.

3) Since we are at liberty to design resonators of different
heights, it is possible to envisage filters where vari-
able couplings between resonators are all achieved by
varying their relative heights. One may even imagine
resonators whose height is tapered in the direction along
the substrate resulting in very fine control of individual
couplings without compromising the minimum gap and
feature size limits.

The widening of filter passband with an increment of
the coupling between the resonators can be estimated by
referring to the classical theory of filters with inline coupling
topology [15], [26]. In particular, the transmission coefficients
of an nth order bandpass coupled resonator filter, with center
frequency f0 and passband-edge frequencies f1 and f2, cor-
responding to a fractional bandwidth FBW = ( f2 − f1)/ f0,
can be expressed in terms of the external quality factors Qei ,
i = 1, n, and coupling matrix [K ] = [κi j ], which is a
reciprocal n × n matrix, as

s21 = 2

FBW
√

Qe1 Qen
[A]−1

n1 (2)

with [A] denoting the matrix

[A] = [q] + p[U ] − jFBW−1[K ] (3)

where p is the complex low-pass frequency variable, p =
j/FBW( f/ f0 − f0/ f ), [U ] is the n × n identity matrix,
and [q] is an n × n matrix with all entries zero except for
q11 = 1/(Qe1FBW) and qnn = 1/(QenFBW). The external
quality factors and the coupling coefficients can be related to
the coefficients gi , i = 0, 1, 2, . . . n, of the low-pass prototype
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filter with the specified response and cutoff frequency �c

through the relations

Qe1(n) = g0(n)g1(n+1)�c

FBW
κi j = FBW

�c
√

gi g j
. (4)

These formulas are approximate and their accuracy improves
when the fractional bandwidth narrows [26], but can serve
the purpose of qualitatively assessing the trend and interde-
pendence of the parameters controlling the response of an
inline coupling filter. For simplicity, we will assume that all
the resonators are tuned to the passband center frequency f0,
and that each resonator is coupled only with the two adja-
cent elements; the two terminal resonators are coupled with
just one neighbor resonator and one of the two filter ports.
A reference fourth-order (n = 4) bandpass Butterworth filter
is specified to have center frequency f0 = 1.6 GHz, with
10% FBW. The low-pass prototype parameters, given for a
normalized low-pass cutoff frequency �c = 1 rad/s, are
g0 = g5 = 1.0, g1 = g4 = 0.7654, g2 = g3 = 1.8478.
The required nominal external quality factors, Q0

e1 and Q0
e4,

and coupling coefficients κ0
12 = κ0

34 and κ0
23 can be derived

by (4). Inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that for all considered dimer
configurations, except the “far” but including the “up-down”,
which is widely used in inline filters, strength of coupling
between the taller SRRs is more than double than that in
the thin structure; moreover, results in Fig. 1 show that Q
when h = 6 mm is about 1.5 times greater than that for
a thin SRR. The theoretical transmission coefficients of the
considered filter calculated by using (2) for the nominal values
of the coupling coefficients and external quality factors, κ0

i,i+1,
i = 1, 2, 3, and Q0

ej , j = 1, 4, and when these quantities
simultaneously undergo sample increases of up to a factor of
2 and 1.4, respectively, are shown in Fig. 7. As expected,
the larger coupling between the filter elements results in a
significant enlargement of the passband width, although this
is accompained by a more pronounced ripple, which is mainly
ascribable to the higher external quality factors. However,
as it will be shown in Section II, the filter structure can be
tweaked to recover good impedance matching and negligibly
small ripple across the passband only minimally sacrifying the
improvement in bandwidth provided by the stronger coupling.

III. SAMPLE FILTER DESIGNS WITH COUPLED 3-D SRRS

Three simple bandpass filters made of coupled 3-D square
SRRs of different heights have been developed, using the
coupling matrix method [15], to explore the capability offered
by height variation in design. The first set of filters have been
designed to operate at a central frequency of 1.6 GHz. The
initial planar microstrip version of the filter was tailored by
simulation to have a passband width of �150 MHz, maximum
passband attenuation of 1 dB, stopband attenuation of 20 dB,
and stopband width of �400 MHz (i.e., transition bands
�125 MHz). A fourth-order filter structure was used to achieve
these specifications. The central frequency of operation and
the choice of a 1.6-mm-thick grounded dielectric substrate
with permittivity �r = 2.26 (e.g., polyethylene) substantially

Fig. 7. Theoretical transmission coefficient of a fourth-order filter with But-
terworth response for increasing coupling κi j and external quality factors Qe.

dictate the size of the SRRs, which are set up have side length
L = 20 mm for a conductor width w = 1.6 mm (see Fig. 1).
The width of the SRR gaps and the interelement distances has
been assumed as the remaining design parameters that need to
be adjusted to accomplish the desired filter performance. The
antisymmetric layout of the reference filter model with planar
copper SRR elements (h = 0.035 mm) is shown in Fig. 8(a):
the central SRRs have 0.8-mm-wide gaps and are separated
by a 1.8 mm spacing, while for the external elements the gap
width is 2.9 mm and the separation from the adjacent SRR
is 0.9 mm. The transmission coefficient (s21) of this reference
planar microstrip filter is plotted in Fig. 8(b), where to sub-
stantiate the theoretical results shown in Fig. 7, the simulated
effect of raising the height of resonators, while keeping the
rest of the filter dimensions unchanged, is also shown. This
graph reveals that bandwidth enhancements consistent with
theoretical predictions can be achieved as a consequence of
the stronger coupling between the raised SRRs, while increase
in passband attenuation due to deterioration of impedance
matching at the ports appears limited (�2 dB for h = 4 mm).
This is likely due to the fact that the external quality factors Qe

grows less with SRR height than the Q of an isolated resonator
in Fig. 1 because of the interaction with the adjacent internal
element possibly contributing to strengthen the coupling of the
external SRRs to the filter ports.

Then, two additional designs using 3-D square SRRs with
height h = 2 and h = 4 mm have been created to confirm
feasibility of meeting the specification initially set for pass-
band attenuation across broader bandwidths. These two filters
have layouts very similar to the reference planar one, from
which they are derived with minimal adjustments of their
feed lines positions, sizes of the SRR gaps, and distance
between the elements to optimize their responses and restore
good impedance matching at the input ports. The performance
of these filters has been initially assessed assuming that the
resonators were made of copper and printed on the same
low loss substrate that could be used for planar filters. Then,
the designs with the raised SRRs have been simulated to test
the impact of using material properties for 3-D printed versions
on their responses and compare with the measurements of
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Fig. 8. Fourth-order bandpass filter made of coupled SRRs with center frequency at 1.6 GHz. The SRRs are assumed to be made of copper (Cu) and printed
on a substrate with �r = 2.26 and tan δ = 2 × 10−4. (a) General layout. Filter response simulated with CST MWS is presented for different configurations:
(b) transmission coefficient (s21) of the reference thin PCB design (h = 0.035 mm) and its modification by raising the height of resonators while the rest of
the filter dimensions is kept unchanged; reflection (s11) and transmission (s21) coefficients of 3-D versions of the filter with (c) 2-mm and (d) 4-mm-high
resonators after reoptimization to restore the specified maximum insertion loss of 1 dB. Insets show the lateral views of the 3-D filter models.

TABLE II

MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN SIMULATIONS AND DESIGNS

fabricated prototypes, as reported in Section IV. Material
properties for both the reference ideal filter and printed version
are presented in Table II.

The simulated reflection and transmission responses of
the 3-D SRR filter models assumed to be formed by cop-
per SRRs on a low loss polyethylene substrate are shown
in Fig. 8(c) and (d), respectively. These results highlight that
the filters developed with the raised resonators, while having
nearly identical footprints, exhibit dramatically wider passband
widths for increasing resonator heights, with similar in-band
attenuation and rolloff characteristics outside the passband as
the reference thin PCB filter, as summarized in Table III.

TABLE III

FILTERS PERFORMANCE INDICES: CENTER FREQUENCY ( f0),
BANDWIDTH (BW), FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH (FBW), AND

LOWER AND UPPER TRANSITION BANDS (TBl AND TBu )

In this regard, it is noteworthy that extensive simulations
performed as a cross-check by varying the relevant filter
dimensions, consistently with given minimum feature size
and separation constraints, have further confirmed that the
bandwidth performance of the PCB filter cannot, indeed,
be appreciably improved without failing to fulfill the require-
ment on insertion loss.

Next, in Fig. 9, a second filter example is presented to
further explore the enhanced design flexibility associated with
controlling the vertical extension of the resonators. Here,
we are aiming at overcoming the limits presented by not
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Fig. 9. (a) Top and lateral views of the layout of a fourth-order bandpass
filter formed by coupled 3-D SRRs with variable sizes and height, whereas
the width of SRR gaps and the distance between adjacent resonators are fixed.
(b) Simulated reflection (s11) and transmission (s21) responses of the filter
assuming SRRs are made of copper and placed on a substrate with �r = 2.26
and tan δ = 2 × 10−4.

permitting the designer to place any features closer together
than 1.6 mm. This filter model derives from those described
already by employing 3-D SRRs, but in this case, both the
width of the SRR gaps and the distance between adjacent filter
elements are fixed at this minimum feature size. The overall
size of the resonators and their height is the only adjustable
design parameters used to tune the filter response. Once again,
we use the case of copper SRRs on a low loss dielectric
substrate as a comparison. We have found that the required
level of coupling, for the chosen fixed distance between the
resonators, can be achieved only if the walls of adjacent
resonators have similar heights. Different configurations can
fulfill this requirement; one possible layout, shown in Fig. 9(a),
is formed by using a pair of central SRRs with a sloped top
profile degrading from a height of 3.6 mm at the sides facing
the external SRRs to 2 mm at the center so as to modulate
the level of coupling in different sections. The simulated
reflection and transmission coefficients of this filter, shown in
Fig. 9(b), exhibit characteristics similar to those of the filter
with 2-mm-thick SRRs whose response is reported in Fig. 8(c).

A third filter model made of raised SRRs with bandpass
response centered at 2.45 GHz, shown in Fig. 10, has been
adapted from an initial thin microstrip design employing
convoluted SRRs, aiming for a more compact configuration.
The specifications for the microstrip filter were as follows:
passband width of �100 MHz, maximum passband attenuation

Fig. 10. Fourth-order bandpass filter employing coupled convoluted SRRs
with center frequency at 2.45 GHz. The SRRs here are assumed to be made of
copper (Cu) and printed on a substrate with �r = 2.26 and tan δ = 2 × 10−4.
(a) General layout. (b) Transmission coefficient (s21) of the reference thin PCB
design (h = 0.035 mm) as simulated with CST MWS and its modification as
a result of raising the height of resonators while all other filter dimensions
are kept fixed. (c) Reflection (s11) and transmission (s21) coefficients of a
3-D version of this filter with 2-mm-high resonators after reoptimization to
restore the specified maximum insertion loss of 1 dB. Inset shows the lateral
view of the 3-D filter variant.

of 1 dB, and stopband attenuation of 20 dB with stopband
width of 400 MHz (i.e., width of transition bands �150 MHz).
The same 1.6-mm-thick ground backed polyethylene substrate
is used as for the previous designs. This leads to the compact
SRRs having side length L = 11.15 mm for a conductor track
width w = 1.6 mm. The gap width of all resonators has been
selected to be 0.8 mm, with interelement spacing of 1.8 mm at
the center and 0.9 mm between the inner and outer SRRs. The
layout of the reference filter model with planar copper SRR
elements (h = 0.035 mm) and its transmission coefficient (s21)
are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively; in Fig. 10(b) are
also included the transmittance curves of the filter simulated
for variable resonator height, with all other filter dimensions
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unmodified, to illustrate the effect of bandwidth enlargement
provided by the stronger coupling between the raised version
of convoluted SRRs.

A 3-D filter having substantially the same footprint and
layout but using raised square SRRs has been derived from
the reference microstrip model by thickening the tracks to
h = 2 mm and adjusting the position of tap lines, the widths
of SRR gaps, and the interelement spacings to reoptimize its
performance. The response of this filter with thick SRRs has
been analyzed for both sets of reference and printed material
combinations listed in Table II. The simulated reflection and
transmission responses of the 3-D compact SRR filter model
for the case of copper resonators and low loss polyethylene
substrate are shown in Fig. 10(c). By comparing Fig. 10(b)
and Fig. 10(c), it is clear that the filter with the 2-mm-high
SRRs exhibits a much wider passband width (about three times
larger) than the version with planar resonators, while rolloff
characteristics outside the passband are similar. A comparison
of the performance indices of the different filters developed is
provided in Table III.

IV. 3-D PRINTED FILTER PROTOTYPING

AND MEASUREMENT

Two prototypes of the coupled 3-D SRR sample filters
presented in Section III have been made on the V8 DDM
printing platform coprinting thermoplastics and conductive
ink [19]. One of the nozzles deposits the V8 ambiphillic
silver ink, whose flow is controlled by an on-board pneumatic
system. As mentioned in the Introduction, this conductive ink
can be printed and cured at room temperature. The second
nozzle is used for standard FDM of polymer filaments. The
size of the nozzle, which is 0.25 mm, determines the maximum
printing resolution, as no particular strategy is applied in the
fabrication to exceed this limit (such as, for example, the
technique of stretching the extruded ink to print fibers with
resolution finer than the nozzle diameter described in [27]).
However, an additional constraint exists for the minimum
horizontal air gaps between conductor traces that our 3-D
printer could be able to print reliably, which needs to be larger
than 0.475 mm; following a conservative approach, we have
assumed the minimum trace spacing and gaps width to be
0.8 mm, as in the designs shown in Section III.

In respect of the dielectric properties of the printed plastic
structures, it is well-known that FDM objects are not printed
as solids but as partially empty structures according to variable
3-D printing infill patterns with air voids, with the exception
of external walls. Infill density, i.e., the amount of filament
printed inside the object, directly relates to the strength, weight
and printing duration, but also provides an obvious method for
controlling the permittivity and loss tangent of a substrate [28].
As a result, while the permittivity of fully dense PLA is
nominally �r = 2.75 and its loss tangent tan δ = 0.015, lower
values of dielectric constant can be achieved by adjusting the
air infill volume fraction in the printed structure. This will
also lower the effective loss tangent of the structure. An esti-
mate of the dielectric parameters against the infill density
can be obtained by Maxwell Garnett (MG) homogenization
formulas [29]–[31].

Fig. 11. (a) 3-D printed prototype of the 2-mm-high SRR bandpass filter
with center frequency at 1.6 GHz. (b) Measured reflection and transmission
coefficients of the filter compared with corresponding simulation results.

For all our prototypes, ground planes for the filters are
formed by conductive aluminum tape. This was not essential,
but a choice made to reduce printing times and the usage of
silver ink. The SMA-to-microstrip connectors interfacing the
filter feed lines to the coaxial cables for measurements were
connected to the circuit by conductive epoxy. The realized pro-
totype of the fourth-order bandpass filter with center frequency
at 1.6 GHz, shown in Fig. 11(a), is made by 2-mm-high SRRs.
While 4 mm thickness would offer a better performance, the
3-D printing equipment we have used has a technical limitation
related to the size of the syringe containing the conducting ink;
the available quantity of ink might have not been sufficient
to complete a 4-mm structure, and therefore, we opted for
fabricating 2-mm-high devices.

The dielectric substrate of the filter was printed with PLA
filament with an infill density of 70% to target the desired
design permittivity of 2.26, with the resulting loss tangent
estimated to be 0.01 (see Table II).

The response of the filter was characterized by measur-
ing its reflection and transmission coefficients with a vector
network analyzer (VNA). A full two-port calibration of the
VNA together with the coaxial cables and adapters used to
connect the filter was performed to isolate the filter response.
The results are shown in Fig. 11(b) in comparison with
the corresponding simulation results taking into account the
characteristics of printed materials. The measured s11 and s21
are in good agreement with numerical simulations and confirm
the predicted wide bandwidth of the filter, which is more than
two times larger than that of a planar microstrip filter with
the same footprint. With respect to Fig. 8(c), it can also be
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noted that the larger losses associated with the metallic and
dielectric materials used in DDM determine some deterioration
of the filter characteristics in the passband, yet the worsening
of the attenuation performance is limited to about 1 dB. The
increase in passband attenuation is close to the simulated
values, which confirms the estimation of the printed PLA
loss tangent based on the infill density and MG theory. Cross
correlating simulation and measurement results, losses in the
PLA substrate can be appraised to contribute to about 60%
of the overall loss increment, which, in turn, means that by
just making use of a lower loss 3-D printed substrate could
considerably mitigate the additional passband loss.

A second prototype was manufactured based on the design
for the fourth-order bandpass filter with center frequency at
2.45 GHz once again employing 2-mm-high compact SRRs of
the form shown in Fig. 10(a). The same materials and printing
settings as for the filter prototype described above have been
used. This prototype is shown in Fig. 12(a).

The response of the filter measured with a VNA after a
full two-port calibration is shown in Fig. 12(b) along with the
scattering parameters simulated by using the printed material
parameters. Measured s11, s21, and s22 exhibit similar passband
width and rolloff characteristics as those of the numerical
model. This confirms the substantial improvement in band-
width achievable by using raised resonators rather than stan-
dard PCB construction. Passband attenuation in the real filter
is in good agreement with that predicted by simulations, which
suggests that also at these frequencies, the loss tangent of the
printed PLA should be close to the value estimated based on
the infill fraction. Measurements at 10 GHz via the Nicholson–
Ross–Weir method [29], [32] showed that the fabricated PLA
had as expected �r = 2.35 and tan δ < 0.02. Some frequency
shift was present between the fabricated filter and the model—
inspection of the fabricated resonators showed that some
fabrication errors were present, in particular, the sizes of the
gaps of all resonators have been measured to be approximately
18% larger on average (the printed gaps tend to slightly expand
toward the external part of the rings) than the nominal value
of 0.8 mm, while the SRRs are marginally smaller overall
than their nominal size. Simulations have shown that such
larger gaps and smaller SRRs can, indeed, be responsible for
the observed shift of the filter response, as illustrated by the
comparison in Fig. 12(c) between measurements and the sim-
ulated results for the filter model amended to reflect the main
dimensional deviations in the printed layout. Minor variations
from the nominal design parameters were also detected in
the spacings between the SRRs and in the transmission and
tap lines widths, which contribute to both the observed slight
mismatch of the impedance and narrowing of the passband.
It is also apparent that the reflection coefficients at the two
ports of the filter are less symmetric than in the prototype
working at lower frequency. Generally, because of the smaller
scale structure, the higher frequency filter is more sensitive
to imperfections and granularities of the extruded conductors,
as well as to the local variability of the patterned 3-D printed
dielectric substrate. While in the S-band, these effects still
have a minor impact on filter performance, 3-D printing for
filters at higher frequencies requires higher resolution and

Fig. 12. (a) 3-D printed prototype of the 2-mm-high compact SRR bandpass
filter with center frequency at 2.45 GHz. Measured reflection and transmission
coefficients of the filter are compared with corresponding simulation results
for: (b) nominal filter design; (c) filter model modified to take into account
the main dimensional inaccuracies in the printed filter, namely, the actual gaps
and SRR sizes.

fidelity than was achieved here. Finally, by comparing with
Fig. 10(c), the increase in passband attenuation caused by
the lossier conducting and dielectric printed materials can be
seen to be on the order of 2 dB, which is greater than in the
first filter prototype likely due to both the higher frequency
band of operation and the compact and convoluted shape
of resonators involving stronger localized electric fields and,
thus, larger dielectric losses. In fact, the PLA substrate is
estimated to account for about 65% of losses increase, the
rest being instead associated with the reduced conductivity
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of the 3-D printable conductor employed compared to pure
copper. Other, lower loss FDM materials are already, or might
shortly become, available, including blends of PC and ABS
(tan δ = 0.0055) and PTFE (tan δ = 0.0016) [33]; the use of
the latter would dramatically reduce dielectric losses, making
them almost negligible with respect to those in the V8 printed
conductors, and limiting the loss increase to be about 1 dB
at these frequencies. Hence, low loss printable dielectrics are
essential for future improvements.

In this regard, it is also worthy of note that very low
permittivity and loss tangents are possible for very low density
printed substrates [28]. Alternatively, paying attention to where
in a structure the dielectric losses arise, and removing lossy
materials from only that location could allow much higher
performance with the same low performance materials. If one
were to create a well directly below the gap in each split ring,
the strongest electric fields would be in low loss air and not
high loss substrates. This kind of substrate engineering offers
further benefits from the 3-D fabrication method.

V. CONCLUSION

This article details our exploration of the potential offered
by 3-D printing fabrication for future RF filter design and
optimization. Using just the additional degree of freedom
provided by building structures of differing heights, we have
been able to reduce the resolution requirements for accurate
filter production as compared to traditional thin PCB variants.
Taking a thin PCB-based filter as a baseline, we have been
able to show, using simulations and measurements, that greater
coupling may be achieved through raising the height of res-
onators (up to three times greater depending on orientation).
This is hugely beneficial as there are hard limits imposed by
most fabrication methods on the minimal distance at which
structures may be fabricated. Thick filter structures offer
greater bandwidth, due to higher coupling, and also improved
Q factors than equivalent size PCB variants.

We have demonstrated these benefits through the two 3-D
printed test specimens fabricated on PLA substrates with
ambiphilic silver ink for 1.6 and 2.45 GHz. Measurements
of the fabricated 3-D filter prototype operating at the lower
frequency have been found to be in good agreement with
performance predicted by simulations; however, the samples of
the higher frequency filter were noticed to be more sensitive
to imperfections of the fabrication process because of their
smaller scale challenging the accuracy and resolution of the
available printer.

While our use of the third dimension to enhance coupling is
a relatively simple one, it points to the great potential offered
by facile 3-D fabrication techniques. Future advancements will
include the development of complex 2-D and 3-D filtering
structures, for example, by folding and stacking planar objects,
to address advanced miniaturization and more sophisticated
control of the electromagnetic performance
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